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Rethinking the role of investment
treaties in a changing landscape

Need to limit the scope of
/ provide clarification for
vaguely-defined obligations
in old-generation IIAs

Increasing call for policy space
and the right to regulate (as
highlighted by the need for
govt to effectively respond to
global issues, e.g., health crisis)

Need for investment treaties
to contribute to emerging
sustainable development
policy agendas including
human rights and RBC
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Thailand’s efforts towards
IIA reform
Revised Bilateral Investment Treaty Model (2020)
1. Limiting FET to the customary international law standard for the treatment of
aliens
2. Procedure to address frivolous claims
3. Mechanism for joint interpretation by the treaty parties
4. Best efforts clause to encourage investors to comply with corporate social
responsibility (CSR) standards

5. Allowing State parties policy space to respond to crises and to take measures to
protect essential security interests and legitimate public welfare objectives
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Thailand’s efforts towards
IIA reform
Committee on the Protection of
International Investment
the Regulation of the Office of the Prime
Minister on Work Relating to the Protection of
International Investments B.E. 2562 (2019)
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Dispute prevention

IIAs management and
overseeing policies
coherence

Assisting government
agencies in dispute
settlement process
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Thailand’s approach to investment treaties
has evolved considerably over time
 From BITs to investment
chapter in FTAs
 A shift towards mega-regional
comprehensive agreements
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Overview of Thailand’s overlapping investment treaty relationships

Note: Thailand is not a party to the CPTPP.
Source: OECD investment treaty database
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Negotiating integrated trade and investment
treaties vs. investment-only treaties: A comparison
Free trade agreements /
Economic partnership agreements
 A versatile tool to enhance economic
cooperation and integration
 Provide avenue for improving regulatory
standards and practice
 Allow parties the opportunity to update
investment protection obligations in
old-generation IIAs + incorporate innovative
mechanisms for enforcement of obligations

Investment-only agreements
 Less economic and political incentives
 Options for action may be more limited?
-> amendment/renegotiation or termination

 Joint interpretation / interpretative
declaration may be used, but legal effect is
less decisive
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Remaining challenges and
way forward

 How to effectively deal with
old-generation treaties?
 Treaties still presents a viable tool
-> The question is how to design a
treaty that can respond best to
changing policy priorities with
effectively enforceable mechanism
 Towards a multilateral instrument on
investment?
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